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C.K Magma Launches its Exciting New Wheeled Rucksack Plus

Following the successful ongoing development of its award-winning wheeled tool case
derivatives, C.K Magma has taken the logical step of expanding its popular rucksack range
with the exciting addition of the Wheeled Rucksack Plus (MA2654). This innovative
lightweight and compact tool storage solution is ideal for tradespeople using public transport
for travelling to their place of work, or for those who need to access places where climbing
and a hands-free approach is needed.

C.K Magma’s regular research and feedback from trade professionals has helped to evolve its
tool storage range, which offers great insight into what works best to make tasks that much
easier. This is evident with the continued evolvement of its innovative wheeled tool case
options, which provide the best quality and efficient portable tool storage solutions. With
that in mind, the new Wheeled Rucksack Plus combines all the fantastic features of C.K
Magma’s rucksack tool storage, together with the advantage of a lightweight and durable
wheeled chassis, with a telescopic handle for the easy and convenient transporting of tools.

The product’s compact size and lightweight design, cleverly incorporates a whole host of
other features and benefits including: A spacious main compartment; Vertical storage
pockets for easy tool access; 39 pockets and holders including space in the base for larger
tools; Extra comfort padding at the back with storable shoulder strap; Padded front storage
pocket for iPad/Notepad, additional hand tools and documents; and a Removable Wheel
cover to protect clothing.

Hardwearing, strong and durable, C.K Magma’s wide range of cutting-edge tool storage
products are built to protect and organise valuable toolkits, with great features and benefits
designed to suit everyone’s needs. The new C.K Magma Wheeled Rucksack Plus is no
exception and is the perfect solution for professional tradespeople looking for a quality mix
of wheeled and hands-free on back carriage for easy and convenient tool transportation.

For more information call CKI customer service on 01758 704704 or visit
www.carlkammerling.com

